Abstract. This paper is an continuation of the accompanying paper with the same main title. The first paper reviewed instance selection algorithms, here results of empirical comparison and comments are presented. Several test were performed mostly on benchmark data sets from the machine learning repository at UCI. Instance selection algorithms were tested with neural networks and machine learning algorithms.
Introduction
The survey of different algorithms for instance selection was presented in the accompanying article with the same main title.
The performance of instance selection methods is tested here using k-nearest neighbors model, support vectors machine, SSV decision tree, NRBF (a normalized version of RBF network), FSM model and IncNet (see the accompanying paper for references).
Instance selection algorithms were grouped into noise filters (ENN [1] , EN-RBF [2, 3] ), condensation algorithms (CNN [4] , CA [5] , RNN [6] , IB3 [7] , GE, RNGE [8] , ICF [9] , ENRBF2, DROP1-5 [10] ) and prototype selection algorithms (LVQ [11] , MC1 & RMHC [12] , ELH, ELGrow and Explore [13] , DEL [10] ).
Results
To test the reliability of instance selection algorithms the performance on several datasets was checked. Nearly all tests were prepared on databases from the Machine Learning Repository at UCI Irvine [14] . One database (skin cancer -250 train and 26 test instances, 14 attributes, 4 classes) was obtained from Z. Hippe [15] . Each benchmark was tested with 10-fold cross-validation, except for the skin cancer dataset which has separate test file. Cross-validation results were repeated and averaged over 10 runs. Standardization of all data was performed before learning. The following UCI repository datasets were used in tests: Wisconsin breast cancer (699 instances, 9 attributes and two classes), Cleveland heart disease (303 instances, 13 attributes, 2 classes), appendicitis (106 instances, 8 attributes, two classes), Iris (150 instances, 4 attributes, two classes), wine (178 instances, 13 attributes, 3 classes), Pima indians diabetes (768 instances, 8 attributes, two classes).
Figures 1-6 present information about accuracy on the unseen data and on the compression provided by the selection algorithms. Each figure corresponds to a single classification algorithm (kNN, NRBF, FSM, IncNet, SSV, SVM) tested with several instance selection algorithms (single point); results were averaged over all benchmarks. The horizontal axis shows the compression of the training set in percents (100% = the whole training set). The vertical axis corresponds to accuracy changes on the test set for a given instance selection algorithm. The zero level is defined by the accuracy obtained by a given classification algorithm trained on the whole training set (kNN, NRBF, etc.). For example "+2" on vertical axis means that the average test accuracy is 2% better than the base algorithm trained using the whole dataset.
In the dataset reduction category at the top are MC1, RMHC, LVQ with 1.3% of training set instances left, next are ELGrow (1.35%), Explore (1.43%), DEL (4.91%). It is important that the first three algorithms had compression factor fixed (one instance per class), while algorithms ELGrow, Explore and DEL estimate optimal reduction level automatically depending only on the complexity of the training dataset. As can be seen especially in figures 1 and 2 the performance of the ELH or the ELGrow is worse than that of Explore, and the performance of DEL algorithm falls between them. Next to algorithms Explore and DEL are algorithms ICF, DROP3 and DROP5. Algorithms like LVQ, RMHC, Explore, MC1, DEL and DROP2-4 have got the best performance taking into account accuracy and dataset reduction performance -the upper left parts of figures 1 and 2 -for kNN and NRBF classifiers. It is very important that prototypes extracted from algorithms such as the Explore or RMHC algorithm, that leave only a few instances, can be considered as really simple knowledge representation through prototypes. In most cases Explore extracts extremely small set (a few) of instances and they are very effective (accuracy on unseen data is very high); in cases where Explore is not at the top of accuracy on the unseen data it may be substituted by RMHC, MC1 or DROP2-4 algorithms. For example on the appendicitis database the accuracy of kNN with selection algorithm Explore was 82.7%, and with MC1 was 86.7% (the base performance of kNN was 86.4%) For kNN and NRBF interesting results were obtained for some prototype selection algorithms, condensation algorithms, as well as for some noise reduction filters, but for FSM, IncNet, SSV or SVM models it is clear that only some noise reduction algorithms (like ENRBF or ENN) can be used, and without any significant gain in accuracy. The selection algorithm ENRBF2 may be considered for models FSM, IncNet or SVM. Noise reduction for these models may stabilize the learning process, however it is not necessary for most of the benchmark. Note that algorithms like Explore, RMHC, ELGrow lead to a complete collapse when used with SSV or SVM.
For tests presented in figures 1-6 LVQ, MC1 and RMHC were configured with one instance per one class. 
Conclusions
Some of the instance selection algorithms tested in this paper are very interesting. Between the prototype selection algorithms Explore, RMHC, MC1, LVQ, DROP2-4 and DEL, are the most effective. They automatically estimate the number of instances for optimal compression of the training set and reach high accuracy on the unseen data. The RMHC and LVQ algorithms also finished tests with high level of accuracy on the unseen data.
In the group of noise filters ENN algorithm came at the top, especially for kNN & NRBF and ENRBF. These algorithm may stabilize the learning process, except the SSV or SVM models.
